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Motivation and historical background 
Extending of the concept “Cosmic Home” 
Within the tumultuous multimillionnairely terrestrial history, the 
extremely diversified humanity arrived to a Hamlettian crucial 
point “to be or not to be”, alternatively formulated by Albert 
Camus – accentuating the Ecoumenic component of the 3-Eco 
existential system Ecoumeny-Ecology-Economy – „if will exist 
the 21st century, it will be religious”. In any case, it exists every 
time(s) a third solution’s possibility too. It would seem that the 
Darwinian principle of the natural selection is functioning in fact 
only on cosmic level, far beyond the terrestrial one, where – at the 
contrary – as a consequence of an antidivine selection, the humanity 
is dominated by a minority of antihuman entities, which abuse 
one’s position. This is not fair, not only on the terrestrial, nor on the 
cosmic scale! It is not fair to abuse first of all the time-question, the 
cosmic architecture – its real shape, structure and functioning – and 
its galactic, photon-beltic, solar and terrestrial consequences, the 
parallel inter-/sub-/supra-terranian and different dimensional more 
or less human civilizations, the multitude of genetic, other material, 
energetic and informational manipulations, a.s.o. 

Intending to remediate somewhat this situation, after six decades 
multilateral research I elaborated a new cosmic architectural 
conception based on the Whole Periodic System of the Chemical 
Elements, in the first phase extending the official recognized 
Pediodic Table of 118 elements to the Etheronic Structured 
System of 558 elements and the pre-elements Gluon and Quark, 
preceeded by the ETHERON as start and transition element 
between the similarly structured cosmic levels, in the second phase 
followed the Extended Whole Periodic System, including the 
series of the life-holder Bionic Elements as promoters of the whole 
dynamic system. 

In the third phase resulted the generalization of this pattern within 
the Dynamic Dual (DD) Cosmic Evolutionary Model in form of 
a chromatic musical system like Big Cosmic Cycle composed by 5 
pentatonic and 7 octavic cosmic evolutionary levels. In the fourth 
phase, within the Conic-Toroidal Model of the cosmic evolution, 
detailing the Horn-toroidal pentatonic to the octavic transitional 
sequence, resulted the analysis of the elementary cone, namely of 
the basic cosmic fields represented as conics. 

In the fifth phase, analizing the Elliptic Conic Section as the 
Planar Light-field – based on the similitude with the PHOTON-
BELT – and the Spherical Dark-fields connected to the focuses/
foci, resulted a new vision of the MATTER CREATION 
MACHANISM through unification of the PLANAR/BRIGHT 
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ABSTRACT
This short “synthesis of syntheses” attempts to reflect my original new conception about the really credible world-view and view of life, as result of my six 
decades scientific research, taking into consideration the known sources and new interpretations/conclusions referring to the cosmic structure, functioning 
and manifestations in terrestrial context, especially of the Photon-Belt. Some ideas, drawings or tables taken over from my earlier short syntheses appear 
every time in new context, maybe with modifications/completions, with new meaning. Started from the idea of the similitude between the “extended 
complete periodic systems” on every cosmic evolutionary level – with exemplification of the PHYSICAL and ASTRAL levels – result very surprising new 
ideas, e.g.: 1) - the synergetic pattern of the conic-toroidal structure, vorticial functioning and matricial aspect makes possible the most comprehensive 
modelling of the cosmic evolution, explaining the similitude of the bionic extended whole periodic systems of the chemical elements within the progressive 
fractal cosmic levels; 2) – this reciprocal similitude is based on the etheron-creation from the light and etheronic evolution of the elements each from 
another through a “pulling and pushing” mechanism; .3) – the etheron-creation and etheronic evolution exemplified on the Physical and Astral cosmic 
levels are based on the Iovitzu-Ionescu-Joo 3-elliptic model of the PHOTON-BELT; 4) – this model itself is based on the discovery and characteristics of 
the ETHERON, with its (bio)photonic, gravific, bimetric, bifocal connections and their cosmic implications; 5) – the projection of the Photon-Belt in the 
North-African territory permits the explanation of the terrestrial global and particular phenomena, like the divine and human social evolution, energetic 
and structural evolution of the Earth, localization of the former gravific focus of the Photon-Belt – the former constellation PHOENIX – and of the sank 
tectonic shield ADRIA, with determinant role in the former Atlantic and European Civilizations, respectively within a possible future evolution of the New 
Europe and New Africa, including the whole Sahara and Sahel-Belt, in correlation with the outlining of the Big Eurasian Continental Unity. 
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and of the SPHERICAL/DARK LIGHT-COMPONENTS, 
namely of the visible/BRIGHT and inside the Dandelinspheres 
included gravific/DARK  L I G H T – D U A L I T I E S. 
Consequently, the MATTER – starting with the ETHERON and 
continuing with the GLUON, QUARK, BION and the series of 
the ELEMENTS each from another – is created as result of the 
interaction between the planar/flat/visible/bright and globular/
invisible/dark/gravific/massive LIGHT-COMPONENTS, 
namely between the PHOTON and GRAVITON. This means 
that the GRAVITATION IS LIGHT TOO, so ALL IS LIGHT, 
but differentiated on the cosmic evolutionary levels.  

Based on these forbidden informations, it is possible to create a new 
worldview and vision of life, suitable for the new cosmic evolutionary 
phase, with transition from the ATOMIC to the ETHERONIC 
ERA. This extending of our knowledge means at the same time the 
endeavour to expand our natal-local-regional-continental-terrestrial 
HOME to a solar – photon-beltic – astral-galactic – universal 
COSMIC HOME, including finally the WHOLE UNIVERSE, or 
more exactly to reconquer our divine aura received in the moment of 
the conception, expressed as ascendent or descendent dimensional 
capacity, in conformity with the Golden or/and Apocalyptic Series.  

Historical background of the Photon-Belt 
The history of the properly speaking Photon-Belt research is 
comparatively young, a new product of the New Age Movement, 
started in 1961 with the „discovery with artificial satellits by 
our scientists of an immensurable big lightbelt in the vicinity of 
the Pleiaden” [1], but the authors of this book consider the first 
discovery as made by Edmund Halley around 1700, searched by 
Friedrich Wilhelm Bessel around 1800, and discovered by Paul 
Otto Hesse of the Pleiadian local Photon-belt perpendicular to 
the movement of the Pleiaden in 1950 [2]. 

However, this “photon belt” IS NOT THE TRUE PHOTON-
BELT! The Alcyone-central Pleiadian „photon belt” is only an 
appearence, a vestiges/remnant after the conquest of the really 
true Photon-Belt, it is a malignant tumour/neoplasm within the 
organism of the real one! The Pleiaden star-agglomeration within 
the constellation Taurus/Bull – which is only one of the six turning-
points of the genuin Photon-Belt along the way of the Sun – has 
a secondary energetic and spiritual importance, being the last deity 
Nephtys within the Egyptian Enead (11).

Contrary to the official recognition of this hypothetic „photon 
belt” – based mainly on the P.O.Hesse’s ideas – it exists a true 
Photon-Belt (1) as astral-galactic Chakra at the exterior end 
of the Orion irregular 5-th Arm ejaculated from the core of our 
Milky Way Galaxy. In the whole first half of the year 1960, before 
the final examination within the middle-school in Szeklerkreuz, 
Harghita County, Transylvania, Romania – alongside the usual 
daily activities, between two near-death states – I travelled with my 
light-body/speed of light through the Universe, wandering all over 
the Photon-Belt too, later analysing my experiences referring to 
the seen events in [3], namely the cosmic structure of the Photon-
Belt (10), respectively the divine coordination (11). Within the 
global structure and functioning of the elliptic Photon-Belt there 
are remarcable the communication possibilities, but exclusively 
through the reflexion between its focuses, situated at the Ecliptic 
North-Pole in the centre of the Polar Circle/the galaxy „Cat’s Eye” 
NGC 6543, respectively at the Orion-Stargate in the intersection 
of the Ecliptic with the Orion-Arm (1). This possibility is available 
in the case of both giant planets of the Photon-Belt in form of 
Nibiru-Sun and Sun-Habiru axes too, within the suitable ellipses, 

respectively in the special case when they approach simultaneosly 
the Sun (7, 10,13) [4,5]. 

Cosmic evolutionary models 
Conic-toroidal cosmic evolutionary model 
In conformity with Nándor Várkonyi’s vision, the foundation-
stones of the ALL are the light-bubbles [6]. In conformity with 
my vision, the light-bubbles are created as centres/apexes/ 
zero energy points/light-points of the Horn-toroidal phases/
transitional moments of the conic-toroidal structures within 
the cosmic evolutionary unities of every levels (2) [7] The 
Elementary Light-Bubble Unities (ELBU) constitute the DIVINE 
WORLD. Substituting the expression “atom” – with meaning 
of unsplittable/indestructible – with the “ETHERON”, through 
the 7x7 and 49x49 multi-spiraled unification of the ELBU-s 
result the etheronic structure constituted by 13,840,566,901 
light-bubbles, namely by the first/Tachionic Etheron [8] 
(2,3,4,5). Because the Tachionic Etheron’s mass [kg] resulted the 
Noethic Etheron’s mass divided with the suitable cosmic ratio, 
namely1.9989x10-106:6.7507x1034=1.3494x10-139kg, results the light-
bubble mass=0.975x10-149 kg. So, the light-bubble has mass! 
I consider, THIS IS THE DIVINE PARTICLE, NOT THE 
HIGGS BOSON! 

Starting from the apex in both directions – up and down, but not 
simultaneously – will evolve the succeeding cosmic levels, as 
elliptic sections/conics of the expanding cone (2) [9], quasi-radial 
from the successive centres of the suitable torus (3). Between the 
elliptic light-planes will evolve the larger and larger Dandelin-
spheres, tangent in the alternating elliptic focuses, with a balancing 
moving around the energetic axis of the cone. In this way is realized 
the spring from a cosmic level to another, every level starting with 
its suitable ETHERON and finalizing with the element nr. 558. 
Because really all these elliptic light-planes are Photon-Belts, we 
can generalize this concept to the whole conic-toroidal evolutionary 
Big Cycle, similar one to another. 

Within the conic-toroidal structure all events take place in the 
space (interior of the cone/exterior of the torus), time (exterior 
of the cone/interior of the torus) and in spacetime (conic surface/
superficies). The elliptic section/ light-field/Photon-Belt is bordered 
by the spacetime, the interior events take place only in space, 
without time.

Vorticial cosmic evolutionary model 
Within this conic-toroidal - vorticial - matricial synergetic model, 
the Vortex of the Dynamic Dual (DD) Cosmic Evolution (4) is 
composed by 6 segments, namely 1 octavic with 7 cosmic levels and 
5 pentatonic segments/levels (5). For this reason results the vorticial 
functioning order, after the wandering all over the Extended Whole 
Periodic System following the 5 pentatonic phases through the 
suitable Dandelin-sphere, one octavic series corresponding to 
one pentatonic segment. All these evolutions presented in 2D in 
reality follow spiral-like ways and volute-like planes in 3D, but 
with possibilities to present them in higher dimensions too. 

Matricial cosmic evolutionary model 
The above sketched complex cosmic evolution is inscribed really 
within a 3D matricial frame, which contains a vorticial and a radial 
direction, respectively a time-axis (8), the model itself being the 
quaternionic resultant of these 3 components. Another presentation 
of the Dynamic Dual (DD) Cosmic Evolution (5) details the both – 
octavic and pentatonic – evolutionary phases, along a Big Cosmic 
Cycle, with a corresponding matrix of the Noethic-Etheric-Physic-
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Astral-Universal Big Quint within the Big Cosmic Octave (9). 

Etheron-creation and Etheronic evolution 
Etheronic evolution on Physical Cosmic Level 
The discovery of the basic material constituent followed a quasi-
logaritmic 2-millenar – 2-secular – 2-decadal way, from the ancient 
to the modern “a-tom” (unsplittable), from the re-discovery and 
complation of this botch, and from the dicovery of the ETHERON, 
of which recognition is in progress. After many centuries, trials, the 
ETHERON was discovered in 1982 by the eminent Romanian Acad. 
Prof. Em. Dr. Ioan IOVITZU Popescu [10,11,12] and evolved with 
His Academician Colleagues N. IONESCU-Pallas and R.E. Nistor 
[13,14,15], but not recognized till today, contrary to my modest trials 
to take over this relay [16,17,18,19] within the proposed IOVITZU-
IONESCU-JOO MODEL OF THE PHOTON-BELT (6,7,10) 
[4]. In this model the elliptic lightplane’s section with the conic 
surface/spacetime is described by the generator on the rotating cone. 

Starting from the global structural similarity between the PHOTON-
BELT on Astral-Galactic Level [4,20,18] and the Extended Whole 
Periodic System [16,17,8] resulted the detailed comparison of both 
structural levels (6,7,10), with reciprocal feed back, surprising 
results and conclusions within the above sketched new context. 
Attributing the Etheronic structure and functioning to the above 
sketched conic-toroidal–vorticial–matricial synergetic cosmic 
evolutionary model, it consists of an elliptic conic section/
light-plane, with moving of a special biophoton along its elliptic 
trajectory, constituting a common focus of the other two elliptic 
trajectories, of which secondary focuses the two polar biophotons 
are, these trajectories crossing the suitable focuses of the main 
ellipse. In this manner the four-times controlled special biophoton 
is directed by the Elementary LightBubble Unity/ELBU/Divine 
Particle, through the generator of the cone, on its surface/in 
the spacetime (7)! 
 
Within this Hamlet’s Mill like system is differentiated the forming 
of the timeless elements Etheron-GluonQuark-Bion thruogh 
SYSTEMIC summing up by 1-2-3-5-fold RESONANCES 
through the focuses – the Gluon and Quark instantly forming Protons 
and Neutrons unified in 1H and 2He, respectively the first “driver” 
Bion – and the creation of the other elements inside the spacetime 
along the Dandelin circles through ADDITIONAL summing up of 
the ETHERONS, forming the new elements each from another. 
In both cases the coming into being/materialization of the elements 
is realized through the unification of the light-plane or light-straight 
in the suitable tangential point of the Dandelin-sphere, namely 
in the elliptic focus in the first case, respectively at the tangential 
point of the Dandelin-circle and the conic generator in the second 
case. In every case, the double perpendicularity is exclusive for the 
matter creation, and the triple perpendicularity for the genesis of 
life (hexagesimal angle of 76° by Dürer [17,21] (2)), in correlation 
with the following condition.

The macrostructure of a life-cycle of the 558 elements is 
constituted by the series of the 13 life-holder BIONS, which separate 
12 groupings, of which central elements – in the case of many 
rows within each row of the group IV.A. Transitional Metals – will 
form the basic constituent elements of the living organisms with 
the suitable driver Bions, namely 6C/B2,14Si/B3, 32Ge/B4, 50Sn/
B5, 65Tb,82Pb/B6, 97Bk,114Fl/B7, 129,146,164/B8, 179,196,214/
B9, 229,246,261,268,286/ B10, 301,318,333,340,358/B11, 
373,387,402,409,427,442,456/B12, 471,485,500,507,525,540,554/
B13 [16]. The above mentioned matricial presentations (8,9) includ 
this whole life-cycle of 32 M years=4 Photon-Belt Cycles of 8 M 

years=the way between two regular arms of our Milky Way Galaxy 
[5]. In any case, this visionis in contradiction with the recognized 
theories of Fred Hoyle and others’ referring to the „synthesis 
of elements from Hydrogen”, „in stars”, and all variants of the 
nucleosynthesis theories in general, which with their basic logical 
mistakes can’t explain the discussed cosmic phenomena.  

Etheronic evolution on Astral Cosmic Level 
Contrary to the Pleiadian Alcyone-central Photonenring theory/
model [1], based on the similarity with its above sketched 
description on Physical Level (6,7), my conclusions referring to 
the Architecture – form-functionstructure – of the Photon-Belt 
detailed in [5] are the following (10). 
The actual Photon-Belt Cycle started from the Myozen-Spring 6.5 
M years ago, at the start of the III. Big Octave within the terrestrial 
evolution [22], the Solar System being that time in the vicinity 
of the constellation Lyra/loadstar VEGA, with levogyre moving 
in the direction Hercules/RASALGETHI, Bootes/ARCTURUS, 
Coma Berenices/ALFA, Leo/REGULUS, Canis Minor/PROCYON, 
Canis Major/SIRIUS, Orion/ZETA/OSIRIS,Taurus/ALDEBARAN, 
Triangulum/ALFA, Andromeda/SIRRAH, Cygnus/DENEB, and 
back to Lyra/VEGA.

The Divine Coordonation of the actual Photon-Belt Cycle (11) 
is divided into 6 phases correlated with the terrestrial geophysical 
periods Myozen Superior the 1st and 2nd phases (6.5-5.2-3.9 M), 
the Sungod alone, Plyozen Inferior the 3rd phase (3.9-2.6 M), 
4 Deities, Plyozen Superior the 4th phase (2.6-1.3 M), 9 Deities/
Enead, Pleistozen Inferior the 5th phase (1.3 M-PRESENT), 
16 Deities, Pleistozen Superior the 6th phase (PRESENT-1.3 
M), 25 Deities. After the first 2 phases, the 1-2-3-5-quaternionic 
divine “teams” are in correlation with the resonance-like systemic 
summing up of the etheronic structuring of the core-elements.
 
In conformity with the IOVITZU-IONESCU-JOO 3-ELLIPTIC 
MODEL the Photon-Belt’s 2 poles on Astral Level are the SIRIUS 
and the VEGA, which are the focuses of their own ellipses, of 
which another common focus the ASTRAL BIOPHOTON SUN 
is, these both secondary ellipses with metrics/periods of 3,600 
respectively 5,200 terrestrial years going through the suitable 2 
focuses of the main ellipse, along which the SUN evolves with a 
solenoid-like levogyre moving, making possible the creation of a 
new astral etheron/galaxy. The first focus of the elliptic light-plane 
Photon-Belt was situated within the former galaxy PHOENIX, 
the actual one is within the galaxy DRAGON/DRACO, with the 
suitable elliptic poles SIRIUS respectively VEGA. 

The secondary ellipses around the SIRIUS-SUN respectively 
SUN-VEGA axes are the trajectories of the giant planets NIBIRU 
respectively HABIRU/Eos/Hemera/Nemesis, with cycles of 3,600 
respectively 5,200 years (13). Contrary to Zecharia Sitchin’s 
remarcable Sumerian decipherings [23] – referring only to the 
NIBIRU – both giant planets and their surroundings contributed with 
a determinant role to the evolution of the Solar System, between 
others to the creation of the new human-tipes Elohim-Nefilim-
Annunnaki within the Hemera-octaves 666666-444444-222222 
BC, Pythec-antropus, Neander-thalian, Cro-magnonian, Homo 
Sapiens and Homo Sapiens Sapiens during the last millenia (12). 
There are remarcable the quasi-simultaneously visits on the Earth 
(13), especially after its conquest by both conquerings almost 
simultaneosly in 273,800 respectively 273,580 BC, and after the 
Nibiruan domination during the Atlantic and Tibetan civilizations 
(14,15). 
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Terrestrial projection of the Photon-Belt 
Energetic system and tectonic evolution of the Earth 
During the 1950-s, the former Russian researchers V. Makarov and 
V. Morozov elaborated two basic theories referring to the forming 
and functioning of our planet EARTH, namely the – in between 
in two divided – former separation circle created at the splitting 
in two of the giant planet TIAMAT, forming the EARTH and the 
that time not yet destroyed LUNA, respectively the multilevel 
energy-net of the renewed spherical EARTH (16) [24], long 
ago forgotten, respectively known as „Becker-Hagens Planetary 
Grid”, presented as a superposed triangular-pentagonal terrestrial 
superficial energy-system, but in reality being a multi-intersected 
Earth-central triangular and pentagonal pyramid-system [24], 
namely the dodecahedral-icosahedral cristalline structure of the 
EARTH, with less known energetic implications, both underground 
and supraterranean. The spheroid-shaped planet with this grid 
composed by superposed 12 pentagons and 20 triangles on its 
surface, thus 62 intersection points including the two poles, in fact 
is a central-started fractal-like structured interpenetrating conoidal 
dodecahedral mixture, decomposible in 120 unicentral tetrahedra 
[24]. The terrestrial energy-system contains other rectangular 
and diagonal line/pyramid-systems, which together form its 
MATRICIAL SYSTEM. 

Really, this MATRICIAL URBANISTIC SYSTEM is present on 
the whole Earth, but not only on its surface! In the last hundrids 
of millennia the sinking and rising of the ocean-floor repeated 
systematic, like a respiratory process, manifested as simultaneous 
sinking and rising of the quasi-continents ATL, MU and MA, 
known as ATLANTIS within the Atlantic Ocean, MU-MUKULIA-
MURROR within the Pacific Ocean and LEMURIAKUMARI 
KANDAM within the Indian Ocean (16) – called by me „the sincron 
swimming of the 3 whales” – in contrast with the simultaneous 
lifting of the affected continental areas, known as „Deluges” or a 
single „Deluge” within the common human consciousness and in 
the Bible. This process took place after the last ice-period, mainly 
around 50,000-30,000-10,000 BC (12,14,15), when disappeared 
whole intracontinental seas, e.g. in Suoth-China/Fuxian and 
Mongolia/Gobe on the Eurasian continent (17) – within the former 
Asian projection of the constellation Dragon/Draco, later similarly 
within its European projection inside the Carpathian/Adria/ Ripei 
Mountains, the Pannon Sea and Fairy Sea –, respectively in North-
Africa (18) the actual Sahara-Desert. 

North-African projection of the Photon-Belt 
The mirrored projection of the PHOTON-BELT on the North-
African – South-European territory is realized 4 M years ago, at 
the LEO COSMIC PERIOD, start of the PHOENIX ERA, marked 
by the former (actually underground) REGULUS-PYRAMID with 
the sculpture of the LION – watcher and symbol of the PHOENIX 
– within its pyramidion (the head being transformed/remodelled 
with carving only around 1,200 AD). That time the etheric-material 
transitional PHOENIX constituted the main focus of the PHOTON-
BELT, corresponding to its 3rd and 4th evolutionary phases, with 
accentuated cosmic connection between the worship/cult of BABBA 
in the ADRIA MOUNTAINS/Ripei/Carpathians, with the cultic 
centres at the peaks/pyramidions OMUL/Babele and SFINX, 
Ceahlau, Retezat, Shumuleu and many others, and of the Egyptian 
BIG ENEAD (11) under the actual ENEADLAND (20), but with 
450 m deeper at the actual ground level (19). The ENEAD-ADRIA 
MOUNTAIN connection corresponds to the SIRIUS-SUN AXIS 
OF THE PHOTON-BELT 

Another focus of the Eurafrican Photon-Belt projection is constituted 

by the ATLAS-MOUNTAINS, which really the projection of the 
loadstar VEGA is, the other stars of the constellation LYRA being 
present in form of peaks on the Saharian territory, inside the Photon-
Belt projection (18). This territory was many times under water, 
in correlation with the sinking and rising of the Atlantic Ocean’s 
level, being S-W part of the former sank tectonic shield ADRIA, 
on which border was situated the famous Atlantic ISLE of Platon, 
within the ADR(I)AR region (19). In fact, the Platonic „Eden” was 
situated at the coast of this ADRIAN plateau/ISLE surrounded by 
the former ADRIA SEA – including the actual North-African and 
South-European territory, with the whole actual Mediterranean 
Sea – as „side-sea” of the Atlantic Ocean. So, the Isle of Poseidon 
was a creek of this SEA, with the annexed Fortress of Poseidon, 
but with a superposed description of the quasi-continental Atlantis 
within the rising periods, before the sinkings of the ocean floors 
at least in 50,000-30,000-10,000 BC. The elliptic ADRIA-shield 
is surrounded at the North by the mountain-chains Pyrenees-Alps-
ADRIA Mt/Carpathians, so its focuses ATLAS Mt – ADRIA Mt 
form the VEGA-SUN axis of the Photon-Belt. 

Applications of the 3-elliptic Photon-Belt projection 
Reconsideration of the former Phoenix territory 
The above presented projection of the Photon-Belt includs in this 
way the main elements of the 3-elliptic model with both focuses of 
the main elliptic Photon-Belt and the third common focus of both 
secondary ellipses (19). The African South-border extends in form 
of Sahel-Belt, continuing to the East on the Arabic Peninsula, all 
this belt being the most disadvantageous territory, caused first of 
all by the effect of the Photon-Belt projection, but in correlation 
with a very differentiated vegetation among the months February 
and August. For this reason, it is recommendable the examination of 
this territory within the deep of 450 m, till the former ground level. 

Restructuring of the former Adrian territory 
This territory refers really to the very agitated whole EUROPE 
and N-W AFRICA, the former JORUBALAND, situated on the 
former sank tectonic shield ADRIA. For this reason, is anachronistic 
the idea to organize Europe without taking into consideration the 
geographical conditions, differentiated in conformity with the 
Adria-shield, insular/peninsular or continental position, historical 
traditions, and separation from America. So it’s absurd to demand 
a parcelled out United States of Europe instead of the historical 
traditional State-Unions. Based on these considerations proposed 
I ´(21) the grouping of the state-pairs connected to the mountains 
Adria/Carpathians, Alps and Pyrenees situated on the Adria-shield, 
the insular and peninsular countries, and the transitional states, with 
a dynamic alternating coordination versus the actual obsolete static 
pseudo-coordination [25,26]. 

Conclusions
Within my earlier short syntheses and in the present summarizing 
“synthesis of syntheses” is outlined the trial to present the COSMIC 
EVOLUTION within the quaternionic frame of the SPACE-
SPACETIME-TIME of the CONIC-TOROIDAL MODEL. 
Because the 3-ECO events on PHYSICAL LEVEL take place in 
SPACETIME, namely at the intersection points of the ELLIPTIC 
LIGHT-PLANE and of the DANDELIN-CIRCLE with the conic 
suface, through the conic generator perpendicular to both, the 
longitudinal axis of the ellipse and the radius of the Dandelin-
sphere, the increasing rectangular squeres evolve around the conic 
axis with the Dürerangle of 760, namely within the life-zone. The 
first/start-point of this conic generator being the APEX, from 
which starts a LIFE-SPIRAL, evolving through the suitable BIONS, 
such a trajectory is usually unchangeable. So, by the – in general 
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timeless – visions is possible to change the date of the events, but 
not their happening too! For example within both (and probably 
many other’s), Hildegard von Bingen’s (1170) [27] and my (2010) 
[24] visions refer to the destroing of America, but without prevision 
of the point of time, which is very actual today! 

Othervise, the possibility to prevent any world war for a long time is 
the direct transfer of Alaska from the USA to CHINA, solving in this 
way the previsible conflicts between USA-Russia, Russia-China and 
China-USA, with a concomitant social-economic-environmental 
restructuring at the start of the 6th Photon-Belt phase [28]. 

The cosmic projections being reciprocal, it’s possible to reverse the 
malefic effect of the Photon-Belt projection within the SAHEL-
BELT in AFRICA, realizing a viable VEGETATION-BELT in 
correlation with the research of the whole underground of the 
SAHARA territory till the 450 m deep, the former ground level 
of this zone (19), solving at the same time the intolerable social-
economic situation, especially in this territory. 

From the superposition of both – NIBIRU and HABIRU – matrices 
on ASTRAL LEVEL (13), because of the similarity with the 
PHYSICAL LEVEL (and with the other cosmic levels), results 
the possibility to jump from the classical bivalent to the future 
multivalent logical thinking, namely from the informational process 
based on BITs (1/0) to the expanded informational world based on 
QUBITs (1/0/soperposition of both states). 
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